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A comparison of bistatic scattering from two geologically
distinct abyssal hills
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The bistatic scattering characteristics of two geologically distinct abyssal hills located on the
western flank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, known as B8 and C8, are experimentally compared using
data acquired with low-frequency towed-array systems at1

2 convergence zone~;33 km! stand-off.
The comparison is significant because the abyssal hills span the two classes of elevated seafloor
crust that cover the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The highly lineated B8 feature is representative of abyssal
hills composed of outside corner crust, the most commonly occurring category, whereas the domed
C8 promontory is representative of the rougher, low-aspect-ratio abyssal hills composed of inside
corner crust. The latter are less common and usually restricted to segment valley margins. The mean
biazimuthal scattering distributions of the two abyssal hills each exhibit Lambertian behavior with
comparable albedos, suggesting that the distinction between abyssal hills composed of differing
crust is not significant in modeling long-range reverberation. The adverse effect of using bathymetry
that undersamples seafloor projected area in scattering strength analysis is also quantified with data
from the B8 ridge. Specifically, the use of undersampled bathymetry can lead to significant
overestimates in the strength of seafloor scattering. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!04410-6#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Hw, 43.30.Gv@DLB#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, a comparison is made ofbistaticscattering
from two geologically distinct abyssal hills located along
segment valley on the western flank of the Mid-Atlan
Ridge ~MAR!. This analysis is based on acoustic data
quired by low-frequency towed-array systems at1

2 conver-
gence zone~CZ! ~;33 km! stand-off during the Main
Acoustics Experiment~MAE! of the Acoustic Reverberation
Special Research Program~ARSRP! in July 1993.1–4 A de-
tailed analysis of bistatic scattering from one of these aby
hills, named B8, has previously been presented in Ref. 3. T
goal of this paper is to present a similar analysis for
second ridge, C8, for comparative purposes. The comparis
is significant because the B8 and C8 abyssal hills span the
two classes of elevated seafloor crust that cover the M
An acoustic analysis of these two prominent bathymetric f
tures should then lead to a better understanding of the lo
range, bistatic scattering properties of bathymetric hig
throughout the MAR.

The B8 abyssal hill is composed ofoutside corner~OC!
crust, whereas the C8 promontory is composed ofinside cor-
ner ~IC! crust.5 This geological distinction has alread
helped to clarify measured differences in the spatial cha
teristics of monostatic reverberation from these tw
features.4 The lineated B8 feature, by its high aspect ratio,
representative of abyssal hills composed of OC crust.

a!Current address: DSO National Laboratories, 20 Science Park D
S118230, Singapore.

b!Electronic mail: makris@mit.edu
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numerous steep escarpments that run along the major ax
OC abyssal hills, and B8 in particular, return echoes tha
faithfully image the lineated scarp morphology.3,4 The
domed C8 promontory is representative of the rougher, lo
aspect-ratio abyssal hills composed of IC crust. Long-ra
acoustic images of C8 again faithfully image steep slopes o
C8, but these show more amorphous, nonlinear structu4

Abyssal hills of OC crust occur more commonly, while tho
of IC crust are usually restricted to segment valley margi
Geologically, ‘‘IC crust forms on the side of the spreadin
axis next to an active discontinuity and is characterized
anomalously shallow bathymetry, thinned crust and
mantle exposures, irregular large-throw normal faults, an
paucity of volcanic morphological features. OC crust
formed on the opposite side of the spreading axis next to
inactive trace of the discontinuity; it has more normal dep
and crustal thickness, regular fault patterns, and more c
mon volcanic features.’’5

In a previous analysis of ARSRP data,3 high-resolution
bistatic reverberation images of B8 were generated from1

2

CZ stand-off. These measured images were compared
the modeled images, generated from 5-m resolution bath
etry data, to show that steep scarps on B8 return the stronges
echoes because they project the largest surface areas
the acoustic path from source to scattering patch to recei
Both measured and modeled images also show that pro
nent echo returns deterministically image the scarp morp
ogy when the cross-range resolution of the towed-array s
tem runs along the scarp axis. Although small-scale featu
along the scarp, such as canyons and gullies~;100–200-m
scale!, are theoretically resolvable in range by the towe

e,
205308(5)/2053/18/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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FIG. 1. Bistatic tow-ship tracks overlain on the 200-m resolution bathymetry data of the experimental area, extracted from Ref. 4. The B8 and C8 ridges are
two prominent seafloor features at opposite ends of the segment valley that runs roughly east–west across the experimental area. White trackhe
monostatic positions of RV CORY CHOUESTthat trace the Easternstar and Westernstar, while the black tracks indicate the bistatic positions of RV ALLIANCE

along the semicircular arcs about B8 and C8.
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array system at some bistatic angles, statistical fluctuat
due to signal-dependent noise present in the actual data
vent the system from resolving these features. This lead
the conclusion that signal-dependent noise, known
speckle, is one of the primary factors limiting the towe
array system’s resolving power in imaging the seaflo
geomorphology.3,4,6

In the same study, the biazimuthal scattering distribut
functions3 of the two major scarps on B8 were estimated
using 5-m resolution bathymetry data. The mean strength
the biazimuthal scattering distributions over the two sca
were shown to be identical and equal to the constant of217
dB 6 8 dB. This lead to the hypothesis that long-range
verberation from prominent geomorphologic features of
world’s Mid-Ocean Ridges may be adequately modeled
Lambertian with albedop/101.7.

To further test this hypothesis, a similar study has be
carried out to measure the biazimuthal scattering distribu
function of a major scarp on the C8 abyssal hill. Since 5-m
resolution bathymetry is unavailable at C8, the analysis is
carried out with lower-resolution hydrosweep bathyme
data sampled at 200-m intervals.7 To help control the com-
parison with C8 results, and quantify the potentially adver
effects of using undersampled bathymetry data in scatte
strength estimation, the biazimuthal scattering distribut
function for the B8 scarps are recomputed using the low
resolution hydrosweep data. While a number of investiga
have analyzed monostatic reverberation from B83,4,8,9and bi-
static reverberation from B8,3,4 this is the first study10 to
analyze bistatic reverberation from C8.
2054 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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II. BISTATIC EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND
GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE TWO OCEAN RIDGES

The experiments took place within a subsection of
ONR Natural Laboratory spanning 25.5° to 27.5° North la
tude and 45° to 49° West longitude along the western fla
of the MAR.1–5 Nine experiments, referred to asruns in the
ARSRP community, were conducted. Bistatic scattering w
measured at12 CZ stand-off from site B8 in runs 5a and 5b
and from C8 in runs 3 and 8. The B8 and C8 abyssal hills are
separated by a segment valley of roughly 2 CZ length wh
enabled a set of experiments at1

2 and 11
2 CZ to be conducted

about each feature with extreme efficiency.2,4,11 These ex-
periments are therefore referred to as the B8– C8 corridor
experiments, which comprised roughly 90% of the Ma
Acoustics Experiment.1–4,11

The experiments were conducted using two resea
vessels~RVs!, the CORY CHOUEST and ALLIANCE.12 Their
bistatic tow-ship tracks are overlain on the local bathyme
in Fig. 1. During each run, CORY and ALLIANCE began at the
edges of the star-shaped tracks with slow cruising speed
3.0–4.5 knots. While the CORY traced its straight-line path in
the central star, the RV ALLIANCE zigzagged along semicir
cular arcs about B8 and C8. To maximize the sonar cross
range resolution at B8 and C8, the towed-array’s broadsid
beam was directed towards each target abyssal hill, while
ships’ radiated noise was restricted to the lowest-resolu
endfire beams to minimize mutual noise interference.

It has been shown3,4,13 that significant variations in re
verberation can occur for small changes in measurement
sition due to bathymetry-induced variations in transmiss
loss ~TL!. The star-shaped ship tracks avoid the problem
2054Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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FIG. 2. Comparison between of the B8
and C8 bathymetric features and thei
directional derivatives~DD! charts.~a!
The bathymetry of the B8 abyssal hill
plotted at 200-m resolution.~b! The
DD of B8 with respect to source a
Easternstar center.~c! The bathymetry
of the C8 abyssal hill plotted at 200-m
resolution.~d! The DD of C8 with re-
spect to source at the Easternstar ce
ter.
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comparing measurements with different TL by providing
point of global convergence over all towed-array heading
the star centers. The CORY tracks for runs 3 and 8, at12 CZ
from C8, and 5a and 5b, at12 CZ from B8, are therefore
referred to as theEasternstarandWesternstar, respectively.4

The CORY transmitted from a ten-element vertical lin
array ~VLA ! with on-axis source level calibrated to rough
229 dBre 1 mPa@1 m. This source was deployed with ce
ter at 181 m. It transmitted a variety of waveforms, includi
the linear frequency modulation~LFM! waveform, which
swept across the 200–255-Hz frequency band in 5 s, th
used exclusively in the present analysis. During each L
transmission interval, acquired reverberation data were
signed adata segment numberto identify the corresponding
transmission cycle. Reverberation returned from each oc
ridge was received by the CORY’s 128-element horizonta
line array ~HLA ! at 170-m depth, in an effectively monos
tatic manner since the CORY source and receiver arrays we
separated by roughly 1.12 km from array center to ar
center. The ALLIANCE HLA was towed at an average dep
of 460 m for the bistatic receptions. Although th
2055 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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ALLIANCE source was also deployed in these experime
we did not analyze data associated with it since its sou
strength and directivity was much lower than that of CORY.
Specifically, only the CORY LFM transmissions, at the cente
frequency of 227.5 Hz, have been analyzed since they
vide the best range resolution of;14 m. The match-filtered
data are averaged over 0.0625 s for CORY’s receptions and
0.0533 s for ALLIANCE’s receptions, and the effective rang
resolutions for the two towed-array systems are compute
be roughly 47 and 40 m, respectively.4

The geomorphology and gradient components of the8
and C8 abyssal hills are shown in Fig. 2. While B8 has the
classic elliptical shape, with high aspect ratio and long l
eated scarps running parallel to its ridge axis, that typifi
most abyssal hills of OC crust, C8 appears dome-like and
dominated by normal faults with variable orientations, as
common among abyssal hills of IC crust. The structural d
ference between these two abyssal hills of distinct class
be better illustrated by bathymetric slope gradients com
nents along the path sound travels or directional derivati
~DDs!.3,4,13 The DD is here defined as the inner product
2055Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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 Redis
the bathymetric gradient with a local unit vector pointing
the horizontal direction of the source or receiver. In F
2~b!, where the DD is taken with respect to the Easterns
Center, the two major scarps on the eastern face of B8 appear
prominently along the abyssal hill’s major axis as lineatio
of high positive DD. By contrast, as shown in Fig. 2~d!
where DD is again taken roughly with respect to the Ea
ernstar Center, positive DD of C8 appears speckled and i
regularly scattered over the entire ridge in accordance w
its irregularly oriented faults. Besides the structural diffe
ences, the crustal composition of B8 and C8 is expected to be
different since inside corners like C8 typically consist of plu-
tonic rocks and mantle ultramafics such as peridotites
serpentinites,5 while B8 is comprised of basalt thickly coate
with iron–manganese.7

III. THE EFFECT OF BATHYMETRIC UNDER-
SAMPLING ON SCATTERING DISTRIBUTION
ESTIMATION AT B 8

A. Comparison of the 5-m resolution and 200-m
resolution images

The effect of bathymetric undersampling on bista
scattering analysis is evaluated using two different reso
tions of bathymetry data for the B8 abyssal hill. Lower reso-
lution ~200-m sampled! hydrosweep data is taken from th
precise 839 km region on the east-central face of B8 where
the high-resolution~5-m sampled! bathymetry data are avail
able. The exact 5-m resolution contours, for DD. 1

2, used in
Ref. 3 to designate the B8 scarps, were mapped point-to
point onto the 200-m grid chart. For comparison, the sha
relief plots at 5-m and 200-m resolutions for a section of
upper scarp are shown in Figs. 3~a! and ~b!, respectively. In
the 5-m resolution plot, steep slopes and small 200-m s
anomalies, such as canyons and gullies, are clearly obse
along the upper scarp. In the 200-m resolution plot, the up
scarp appears relatively flat over the sonar resolu
footprint,3 and small-scale anomalies are not properly
solved. Typical slopes on the B8 upper and lower scarp
exceed 50° according to the 5-m sampled bathymetry
shown in Fig. 2~b! of Ref. 3 and Fig. 22 of Ref. 4, but ar
significantly underestimated in the 200-m resolution bat
metric data set where the maximum slopes are found to
roughly 20°.

Two-way transmission loss~TL! and surface projection
factors are computed over the resultant 839-km region us-
ing the same method as described in Ref. 3 but now with
lower resolution bathymetry sampled at 200 m. The pa
bolic equation is used to compute the two-way TL and
ray-trace method is used to model refraction due to de
dependent sound-speed variations in the water column
that two-way travel time can be converted to range for rev
beration charting. Rays are also traced to determine the
dent angleu i from the source to the seafloor patch and
scattered angleu r from the seafloor to the receiver. The
angles are measured relative to the seafloor normal. The
floor’s surface projection terms in the direction of incide
and scattered rays are computed as in Ref. 3 viaCi

510 log(cosui) andCr510 log(cosur), respectively. To pro-
2056 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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vide an illustrative example, surface projection and two-w
TL charts obtained using bathymetry data sampled at 5
and 200-m resolutions are shown in Fig. 4 for data segm
S435.

Figures 4~a! and ~b! illustrate the surface projection,Ci

510 log(cosui), computed at two resolutions over the des
nated 839-km scarp area. Since the upper and lower sca
of B8 have slopes that typically exceed 50°, their surfa
projections in the 5-m resolution chart appear mostly in r
which correspond to values close to 0 dB. The surface p
jections of the two scarps in the 200-m resolution chart
well below 0 dB due to their underestimated slopes. T
plateaus register with extremely low surface projections,
expected. Figures 4~c! and~d! compare two-way TL charted
for S435 monostatic reception at 200-m and 5-m resolutio
respectively. While the details are lost when lower-resolut
bathymetry is used, and these same details are averaged
in wide-area towed-array resolution footprints, the over
TL levels are similar for both high- and low-resolution b
thymetry.

B. Measured and modeled reverberation at B 8

Modeled reverberation is computed by the same met
and for the same regions and segments as in Ref. 3, a

FIG. 3. Shaded relief plots for a section of the upper scarp at~a! 5-m
resolution, and~b! 200-m resolution. Overlain is a typical sonar resolutio
footprint for monostatic reception at

1
2 CZ with receiving array parallel to

ridge axis. While the small-scale anomalies along the scarps such as
yons and gullies are clearly observed at 5-m resolution, these anomalie
not properly resolved at 200-m resolution. Slopes on such scarps are f
to be severely underestimated in the 200-m resolution bathymetry.
2056Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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FIG. 4. Surface projection, Ci

510 log(cosui), computed over the
upper and lower scarps of B8 using~a!
200-m resolution, and~b! 5-m resolu-
tion bathymetry data for S435. The
two steep scarps of B8 are under-
sampled at 200-m resolution and s
besides appearing blurry, yield signifi
cantly lower surface projections tha
at 5-m resolution.~c! and~d! show the
two-way TL charts computed over the
same site for 200-m and 5-m resolu
tions, respectively, for S435. Both th
transmission losses computed over th
scarp area are found to be similar i
magnitudes, although detail is lost a
200-m resolution.
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assuming a perfectly reflecting Lambertian surface, w
unity albedo, except that 200-m sampled bathymetry is u
instead of the 5-m sampled bathymetry. Since the 200-m
size exceeds the towed-array range resolution of 40–47
there is no averaging of data over bathymetric range c
when performing the spatial convolution at 200-m reso
tion. Consequently, the modeled reverberation over the
scarps, shown for S435 in Fig. 5~b!, has a more speckle
appearance in the 200-m resolution charts than in the co
sponding 5-m resolution charts, as shown for S435 in Fig
of Ref. 3.

Prominent measured and modeled returns from the s
areas show a good correlation at 200-m resolution, as sh
for example in Fig. 5, just as they do for 5-m resolution,
shown for the same segment S435 in Fig. 12 of Ref. 3. W
the model predicts strong lineated echoes to be retur
along the scarp axes in the monostatic reception, Fig. 5~b!, a
speckle-like echo pattern across the two scarps is predi
in the corresponding bistatic reception, in Fig. 5~d!, as de-
scribed previously in Ref. 3. The general character of pro
nent returns measured over the two scarps, as illustrate
Figs. 5~a! and ~c!, agrees well with the predictions.

C. Biazimuthal scattering distributions of the two B 8
scarps

As demonstrated in Ref. 3, the scarp elevation within
sonar resolution footprint cannot be approximated as a pla
2057 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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surface since there is no unique surface normal to chara
ize the multiple bathymetric features within the resoluti
footprint. It is therefore meaningless to plot the estimates
scattering strength as a function of incident and scatte
angles. Instead, the statistical approach adopted in Ref.
used to describe the mean scattering distribution over the8
scarps as a function of receiver azimuthV r , with respect to
the normal horizontally bisecting the B8 scarp axis. The
strength of the biazimuthal scattering distribution is averag
over the designated area according to Eq.~A5! of the Appen-
dix. A full biazimuthal description of the scattering distribu
tion over the B8 scarps, with respect to source and receiv
azimuths, can be regained by referring to the distribution p
of source–receiver location pairs in Fig. 3 of Ref. 3. T
biazimuthal scattering distribution strength is computed j
as in Ref. 3 except that 200-m resolution bathymetry dat
used instead of 5-m resolution data.

In Figs. 6~a! and ~b!, the curves of the mean measure
reverberation level, at 200-m resolution, over the upper sc
^R(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and the lower scarp̂R(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow

are plotted as a function of receiver azimuthV r together
with their standard deviations sAup

$R(x,y)% and

sAlow
$R(x,y)%. The measured reverberation curve is co

puted via Eq.~A2! in the Appendix, and the subscriptsAup

and Alow denote that the reverberation levels are avera
over the upper scarp and lower scarp areas, respectively
2057Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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FIG. 5. Charts of monostatic and bi
static measured and modeled reve
beration for S435 over the upper an
lower scarp contours at 200-m resolu
tion. ~a! Measured monostatic rever
beration.~b! Model monostatic rever-
beration. ~c! Measured bistatic
reverberation.~d! Modeled bistatic re-
verberation.
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comparisons, the mean values of the 5-m resolution cur
previously obtained in Ref. 3, are plotted in dotted lin
overlain in the same figure. Generally, these reverbera
curves at 5-m and 200-m resolutions are found to be r
tively constant across the690° receiver azimuths, and the
respective mean values closely match.

Curves of the mean reverberation level modeled over
two scarps,̂ RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and^RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
,

are plotted as a function of receiver azimuthV r in Figs. 7~a!
and ~b!. The modeled reverberation curve is obtained us
Eq. ~A3! of the Appendix. Again, the modeled reverberati
curves at 200-m resolution~in solid lines! exhibit the same
trend as the 5-m resolution curves~in dotted lines! across
receiver azimuth but are uniformly lower by several d
While the mean values for the upper scarp at both resolut
fluctuate within uV r u,30°, the mean values for the lowe
scarp display a slight convex behavior with peak valu
within uV r u,30° and roll off by;10 dB towards the ex-
treme azimuths. It can also be easily seen that the 20
resolution curves for the two scarps are distinctly lower th
their corresponding 5-m resolution curves. The offset
tween the 200-m and 5-m resolution curves can be expla
by examining the surface projection and two-way TL prior
the spatial convolution.

Figure 8 shows the mean surface projectio
^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)1Cr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and ^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)
2058 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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1Cr(x,yuVi ,Vr)&Alow
over the upper and lower scarps as

function of receiver azimuthV r . The surface projection
curves, at 200-m resolution, exhibit the same convex beh
ior as the 5-m resolution curves, with their peak values n
to the origin. However, the 200-m resolution curves a
found to be roughly 6 to 8 dB lower than the mean surfa
projections at 5-m resolution. This offset is directly caus
by the use of the undersampled 200-m resolution bathym
data, where the projected area of the B8 scarps, with respec
to the refracted ray paths, is highly underestimated.

The mean two-way TL, ^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)
1TLr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and ^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)1TLr(x,
yuV i ,V r)&Alow

, are plotted as a function of receiver azimu
V r in Fig. 9. The two-way TL curves, at 200-m resolutio
match the 5-m resolution curves almost precisely, both
terms of their mean values and standard deviations at e
receiver azimuth. The difference observed in the mode
reverberation curves at 5-m and 200-m sampling is the
direct consequence of the surface projection underestim
caused by the use of undersampled bathymetry.

The mean strengths of the biazimuthal scattering dis
butions estimated at 200-m resolution over the upper sc

^FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup
and lower scarp̂FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow

are
plotted as a function of receiver azimuthV r in Fig. 10, along
with their standard deviations sAup

$FC (x,y)% and
2058Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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sAlow
$FC (x,y)%. The 200-m resolution curves again show t

same constant trend as the 5-m resolution curves but
uniformly about 6 dB higher in level. Specifically, a consta
line can be drawn within the error bars across receiver
muth for curves of both upper and lower scarp scatter
distribution strength for both 200-m resolution and 5-m re
lution results, but the line is at roughly211 dB in the former
and217 dB in the latter case. This overestimate in scatter
distribution strength at 200-m resolution is a direct con
quence of the underestimate in surface projected area ca
by use of the undersampled 200-m resolution bathyme
The use of bathymetry that undersamples the projected
of the seafloor within the resolution footprint of the towe
array system can lead to significant overestimates in
strength of seafloor scattering.

IV. ANALYSIS OF BISTATIC SCATTERING FROM C 8
WITH 200-m RESOLUTION BATHYMETRY

A. Experiment geometry

The 332-km region designated for this study of bista
scattering from the C8 abyssal hill is overlain on 200-m
sampled bathymetry in Fig. 11~a!. This site at the southwes
corner of the roughly 10320-km C8 is selected because it i

FIG. 6. Mean reverberation levels measured over~a! the upper scarp
^R(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and ~b! the lower scarp̂R(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a func-

tion of receiver azimuthV r along with their respective standard deviatio
sAup

$R(x,y)% and sAlow
$R(x,y)%. Solid line denotes the 200-m resolutio

curve, and dotted line denotes the 5-m resolution curve.
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consistently insonified by the main beam of the CORY source
array throughout the experiments. As shown in the magni
plots of Fig. 11~a!, the selected 332-km C8 region is part of
a steep scarp that faces northwest with depths ranging f
4000 to 3500 m that include the source’s conjugate depth
3800 m3,4,13 and so intersects the refractive path of sou
from sources and to receivers at1

2 CZ stand-off range. The
directional derivative of C8, shown in Fig. 11~b!, is com-
puted with the source located to the west of C8 within 1 km
of the Eastern Star center at the CORY’s position during S229
transmissions. The DD exhibits a speckled pattern consis
with the irregularly oriented faults known to characterize t
geomorphology of C8.

The locations of the two research vessels for data s
ments analyzed in the C8 study are plotted in Fig. 12. The
central black box in this figure indicates the 332-km area at
the southwest~SW! corner of C8 designated for this study, to
be referred to as the SW box. A total of 10 monostatic a
22 bistatic segments has been analyzed to cover a full s
of 180° bistatic angles distributed in a semicircle at roug
1
2 CZ radius from the center of SW box. The boxed alphab
indicate the RV CORY’s locations, while the correspondin
unboxed alphabets denote the RV ALLIANCE’s locations for
the same transmission.

The biazimuthal distribution of the source–receiver

FIG. 7. Mean reverberation levels modeled over~a! the upper scarp
^RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

, and ~b! the lower scarp̂ RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a

function of receiver azimuthV r along with their respective standard devia
tions sAup

$RM(x,y)% and sAlow
$RM(x,y)%. Solid line denotes the 200-m

resolution curve, and dotted line denotes the 5-m resolution curve.
2059Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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cation pairs is plotted in Fig. 13. Azimuth is measured co
terclockwise from a northwest line that originates at the c
ter of the SW box and is normal to the scarp ax
Specifically, the source azimuthV i50° falls on this line
which connects the RV CORY’s location for segment S229 t
the center of the SW box, as indicated by the dotted l
between F and C8 in Fig. 12 which bisects theEasternstar
ship tracks. While the source azimuthsV i fall within uV i u
,30°, the receiver azimuthsV r span over a690° sector for
a complete study of biazimuthal scattering at C8.

B. Wide-area bistatic images

Monostatic and bistatic reverberation charts for S2
S874, and S883 are shown in Figs. 14, 15, and 16, res
tively. ALLIANCE was located west of C8 in S874, midway to
the northern extreme of its course in S229, and near
southern extreme in S883, with source–receiver pairs dis
uted according toV i;0°, V r;257° for S229,V i;25°,
V r;37° for S874, andV i;7°, V r;69° for S883. These
distinct bistatic locations along with their distinct towe
array headings lead to reverberation charts that are hi
representative of the various geometrical issues at play in
present experiment.

FIG. 8. The mean surface projection over~a! the upper scarp
^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)1Cr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

, and ~b! the lower scarp

^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)1Cr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a function of receiver azimuthV r

along with their standard deviations. Solid line denotes the 200-m resolu
curve, and dotted line denotes the 5-m resolution curve.
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In Figs. 14~a! to 16~a!, prominent echoes are primaril
charted over the western scarps of C8 in the vicinity of the
conjugate depth contour. Since the CORY’s source and its
towed-array receiver are close to each other,;1.2 km, with
respect to their respective12 CZ ranges to C8, reception by
CORY is effectively monostatic and so reverberation cha
exhibit circular symmetry about the source/receiver locati
Echo returns are ambiguously mirrored across the CORY re-
ceiver’s axis due to the inherent left–right ambiguity of t
linear towed array.3,4,13,14Differences in charted reverbera
tion across the segments arise primarily from changes in
and projected area associated with changes in CORY position.

The bistatic reverberation charts, in Figs. 14~c!, 15~c!,
and 16~c!, illustrate three typical scenarios in bistatic son
reception. In S874, a circularly symmetric pattern arises a
monostatic reception since the separation between the
CORY and ALLIANCE is relatively short~;6 km! compared
to the range to C8. Moreover, the ambiguous returns a
reflected across the ALLIANCE receiving array axis with near
perfect symmetry. In S883, reverberation arriving at t
same travel time follows elliptical arcs about foci located
the well-separated source and receiver locations. Left–r
ambiguity is relatively symmetric for S883 because t
ALLIANCE receiver’s heading coincides with the source
receiver axis. The ambiguous image of C8 then occupies a
similar spatial area as the true one. In S229, the separa

n

FIG. 9. The mean two-way transmission loss over~a! the upper scarp
^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)1TLr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

, and ~b! the lower scarp

^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)1TLr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a function of receiver azimuth

V r along with their standard deviations. Solid line denotes the 200-m re
lution curve, and dotted line denotes the 5-m resolution curve.
2060Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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FIG. 10. The mean strength of the biazimuthal scattering distribution e

mated over~a! the upper scarp̂FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup
, and~b! the lower scarp

^FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a function of receiver azimuthV r along with their

standard deviationssAup
$FC (x,y)% andsAlow

$FC (x,y)%. Solid line denotes the
200-m resolution curve, and dotted line denotes the 5-m resolution cur
2061 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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between CORY and ALLIANCE is again significant, but the
ALLIANCE heading departs considerably from the sourc
receiver axis. This leads to an absence of symmetry abou
receiver axis. The distortion compresses the C8 ambiguity to
a much smaller spatial region than the true return. The8
ambiguity also falls at a shorter range than the true return
preserve the two-way travel time. Similar behavior in wid
area bistatic reverberation charts has been documented
viously at the B8 abyssal hill.3

Figures 14 to 16~b! and ~d! illustrate the bistatic hori-
zontal projection of bathymetry~BHBP!, as defined in Ref.
3, computed over C8. Overlying the BHBP images are high
amplitude reverberation contours for the specified segm
Most of the western scarps of C8 register positive BHBP in
the monostatic charts due to the CORY’s predominantly west-
ern location. Prominent echoes register well with regions
positive BHBP. The BHBP for the bistatic charts varies s
nificantly over the chosen three segments because of
differing source–receiver orientations. In the extreme cas
S883, Fig. 16~d!, only the SW corner of C8 yields positive
BHBP, and consequently prominent returns, because theL-

LIANCE has moved to the southwest of C8 and other portions
of the abyssal hill are shadowed. The SW box is in t
region and is almost always well insonified by the CORY’s
source and at the same time is acoustically visible to
ALLIANCE receiving array throughout the bistatic experime
at C8.

Wide-area images for all the data segments analyze
this study have been examined to ensure that the inhe
left–right ambiguity of the linear towed array did not corru
the measured results over the designated SW box of8.
Although a few data segments, such as S220, S919,

ti-

.

t
e

s

tar
ce

e
e

FIG. 11. ~a! Bathymetry of the C8 in-
side corner abyssal hill sampled a
200-m intervals. The black box at th
SW corner of C8 indicates the 3
32-km region designated for this
study and subsequently referred to a
the SW box.~b! The DD for C8 with
respect to a source at the Easterns
center. Steep scarps facing the sour
are charted in red with DD.0.36,
equivalent to slope gradients.20°;
steep slopes facing away from th
source are in blue. The axis of th
scarps is at roughly 22.5° as shown.
2061Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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S925 monostatic segments, were found to have some a
guities charted to the C8 ridge, these did not fall within the
SW box.

C. Measured and modeled reverberation at C 8

Figure 17 shows the surface projection and TL at
SW corner of C8 for segment S229. Since the designated
32-km SW box cannot adequately display broad spa
variations of TL due to bathymetry, a 936-km area is illus-
trated here to provide more perspective. Specifically, the
box shown as the central white box in all the figures in
cates the scarp area at C8 designated for the present analys
Transmission loss from source to scattering patch, TLi , and
scattering patch to receiver, TLr , is produced by sweeping
the broadband TL maps, which are incoherently avera
over 200–255-Hz band as in Ref. 3, across the bathymetr
C8 at 200-m resolution. The surface projection terms fro
source to seafloor,Ci , and seafloor to receiver,Cr , are ob-
tained by sweeping across the scarp area with grazing a
maps produced by ray trace, as in Ref. 3.

Figures 17~a! and ~b! illustrate the surface projection
within the SW box along ray paths directed towards
source and receiver’s locations. In segment S229, the
CORY is located at the SW corner’s broadside, while the R
ALLIANCE is midway to the northern extreme of its path. A
a result, the SW corner scarp of C8 projects larger surface
area towards the CORY than towards the ALLIANCE. The ar-
eas of extremely low surface projection, in dark blue in t
lower right corners of Figs. 17~a! and~b!, are in the shadow
zone of the refracted sound paths.

FIG. 12. Bistatic locations of the two research vessels during the L
transmissions analyzed in the C8 study, given in Eastings and Northings
These locations are distributed in a semicircle about the center of SW
which is the scarp area designated for the present study. The boxed a
bets denote the CORY’s locations, i.e., the source locations, while the cor
sponding unboxed alphabets along the circular arc denote the ALLIANCE’s
locations, i.e., bistatic receiver locations, for the given transmission cyc
2062 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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The transmission loss charts TLi and TLr in Figs. 17~c!
and ~d! illustrate the distinct natures of broadband TL ma
for source versus receiver. Figure 17~c! illustrates well-
structured main beam behavior. The SW box has a lowi
since it falls within the source’s main beam, while the high
elevation above it suffers a high TL due to the shadow zo
of the source main beam’s refractive path. Figure 17~d!
shows TLr , from seafloor to the receiver, to be relative
constant across the site. Spatial variations in TLi are found to
be more dominant than TLr in dictating the characteristics o
the two-way TL across the SW corner of C8.

The measured and modeled reverberation charts for
ments S229, S874, and S883 are presented in Figs. 18
respectively. Generally, prominent measured returns fr
the SW corner scarp of C8 show reasonably good agreeme
with corresponding modeled returns in the monostatic rev
beration charts. Across these three segments, the charac
reverberation changes predictably as a function of spa
variations of the TL and surface projection. For example,
model predicts correctly that the lower elevation of the S
corner scarp at C8 will return prominent echoes in S229 an
S883 monostatic receptions, while it predicts higher ele
tions to return prominent echoes in S874 monostatic rec
tion.

However, such a good visual correlation is sometim
not found in the bistatic reverberation charts over the S
corner box. Frequently, the modeled reverberation pred
strong echo returns from a specific area of the scarp, w
the measured reverberation appears more diffusely scatt
over the entire scarp area. This inconsistency has been
plained in our B8 high-resolution study.3 Specifically, the
signal-dependent speckle noise arising from statistical fl
tuations of the scattered field is sufficient to obscure the
pected echo patterns. That is, within the insonified scarp,
detailed structure of bistatic returns has variations on

x,
ha-

.

FIG. 13. Azimuthal distribution of the source and receiver pairs for the8
study. While the source azimuthsV i fall within uV i u,30°, the receiver
azimuthsV r span a full 180° range of nonforward azimuths about C8.
2062Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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FIG. 14. Wide-area images of monostatic and bistatic reverberation measured for 200–255-Hz LFM S229.~a! Monostatic reverberation chart showin
symmetry about the array axis for CORY heading at 228°.~b! Contours of high-level backscatter, overlain on the BHBP, coregister with major scarps o8
facing the source–receiver.~c! Bistatic reverberation chart showing asymmetry about the ALLIANCE’s array heading at 91°.~d! Contours of high-level
backscatter overlain on the BHPB. The SW box is shown in black in~b! and ~d!.
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order of the 5.6-dB standard deviation of speckle nois6

Since prominent echoes returned from the SW corner s
are tens of dB higher than returns from neighboring sca
the large-scale structure of the scarp can be imaged d
ministically in both monostatic and bistatic receptions. Th
is also a possibility that the scarp area at C8 might contain
some small-scale features, which are under-resolved
200-m resolution, responsible for the scattered echo patt
observed in the bistatic charts. We have found no dist
correlation, however, between fine-scale scarp struc
~,200-m scale! and fine-scale structure in prominent retur
from the scarps in the B8 high-resolution study.3 Nor should
one be expected, since the expected variations of mod
2063 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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reverberation along the B8 scarps are on the order of th
5.6-dB speckle noise standard deviation. Signal-depen
noise is therefore believed to be the most probable cause
the lack of fine-scale correlation between measured and m
eled reverberation.

D. Biazimuthal scattering distribution of the C 8 scarp

Curves of the mean measured and modeled reverb
tion levels, computed at 200-m resolution over the SW b
of C8, ^R(x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8

and ^RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8
, are

plotted as a function of receiver azimuthV r in Figs. 21~a!
2063Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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FIG. 15. Wide-area images of monostatic and bistatic reverberation measured for 200–255-Hz LFM S874.~a! Monostatic reverberation chart showin
symmetry about the array axis for CORY heading at 345°.~b! Contours of high-level backscatter, overlain on the BHBP, coregister with major scarps o8
facing the source–receiver.~c! Bistatic reverberation chart showing circular symmetry about the ALLIANCE’s array heading at 162°.~d! Contours of high-level
backscatter overlain on the BHPB.
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and ~b!, along with their standard deviationssAC8
$R(x,y)%

and sAC8
$RM(x,y)%. The subscriptAC8 , which follows the

same notation used in the B8 study, indicates that the mea
sured and modeled reverberation are averaged over an
A, namely the SW corner scarp of C8. A full biazimuthal
description of these parameters, with respect to source
receiver azimuths, can be regained by referring to
source–receiver location pairs as shown in Fig. 12.

The mean measured reverberation curve, in Fig. 21~a!,
shows a remarkably constant behavior across the rece
azimuths with standard deviation of roughly 5 dB. Compa
to the B8 reverberation curves, the average level of the8
curve is found to be lower by roughly 2 dB. In Fig. 21~b!, the
mean modeled reverberation curve displays relatively c
2064 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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stant behavior, except at the extreme receiver azimuthsV r

,260°, where a roll-off of more than 10 dB is observe
This behavior can be explained by examining the surf
projection and two-way TL terms.

Figure 22~a! illustrates the mean surface projectio
^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)1Cr(x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8

plotted as a function

of receiver azimuthV r . A convex dependence is observe
with standard deviations of roughly 6 dB across the recei
azimuths. The mean value peaks at215 dB near the origin,
and gradually rolls off to roughly220 dB towards the two
extremes. This convex behavior is expected since the
box is comprised of a scarp that faces the center of East
star. Thus, the receiver azimuth at 0°, which correspond
the RV CORY’s location at the center of Easternstar, yields
2064Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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FIG. 16. Wide-area images of monostatic and bistatic reverberation measured for 200–255-Hz LFM S883.~a! Monostatic reverberation chart showin
symmetry about the array axis for CORY heading at 346°.~b! Contours of high-level backscatter, overlain on the BHBP, coregister with major scarps o8
facing the source–receiver.~c! Bistatic reverberation chart showing elliptical symmetry about the ALLIANCE’s array heading at 163°.~d! Contours of high-level
backscatter overlaid on the BHPB.
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higher surface projection than the extreme receiver azimu
Figure 22~b! shows the two-way transmission los

^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)1TLr(x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8
plotted as a func-

tion of receiver azimuthV r . The mean two-way TL curve is
relatively flat across the receiver azimuths, except forV r

,260° where the curve rises up by more than 10 dB. La
two-way TL occurs at this azimuthal extreme because
upper elevation of the SW box apparently lies in the shad
zone of the source’s main beam according to the 200
sampled bathymetry. Lower elevations of the SW box, ho
ever, are well insonified by the source’s main beam and h
low TL. Consequently, a wide spread of TL occurs acro
these extreme azimuths which leads to large standard de
2065 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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tions in the two-way TL curve forV r,260°. For V r

.260°, the entire SW box enjoys main-beam insonificati
and low TL. The modeled reverberation over the C8 scarp
has also displayed similar characteristics as the meas
reverberation, except forV r,260° where our model pre
dicts a stronger shadowing effect than found in the data. T
effect is likely due to the use of what is probably high
undersampled bathymetry in our modeling at C8.

The mean strength of the biazimuthal scattering dis

bution estimated over the C8 scarp,^FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8
, is

plotted as a function of receiver azimuthV r along with its

standard deviationsAC8
$FC (x,y)% in Fig. 23. The curve dis-
2065Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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FIG. 17. Surface projection and one
way transmission loss charts compute
over the SW corner of C8 for S229
transmission, including the SW box
~a! Surface projection Ci

510 log(cosui) of bathymetry from
source to seafloor using ray trace.~b!
Surface projectionCr510 log(cosur)
of bathymetry from seafloor to re-
ceiver using ray trace.~c! Transmis-
sion loss TLi from CORY source array
to seafloor scattering patch.~d! Trans-
mission loss TLr from seafloor to
ALLIANCE receiver.

FIG. 18. Charts of the measured an
modeled reverberation for S229 ove
the SW corner of C8 at 200-m resolu-
tion including the SW box.~a! Mea-
sured monostatic reverberation.~b!
Modeled monostatic reverberation.~c!
Measured bistatic reverberation.~d!
Modeled bistatic reverberation.

FIG. 19. Charts of the measured an
modeled reverberation for S874 ove
the SW corner of C8 at 200-m resolu-
tion including the SW box.~a! Mea-
sured monostatic reverberation.~b!
Model monostatic reverberation.~c!
Measured bistatic reverberation.~d!
Modeled bistatic reverberation.
2066 2066J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000 Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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FIG. 20. Charts of the measured an
modeled reverberation for S883 ove
the SW corner of C8 at 200-m resolu-
tion including the SW box.~a! Mea-
sured monostatic reverberation.~b!
Modeled monostatic reverberation.~c!
Measured bistatic reverberation.~d!
Modeled bistatic reverberation.
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plays a relatively constant behavior, except forV r,260°,
where the roll-off observed at these extreme azimuths is
marily due to the shadowing described in the mean
curves. An average value of roughly213 dB is obtained by
averaging the mean strength of the scattering distribu
across the entire690° range of receiver azimuths. This co
stant value falls within all error bars.

FIG. 21. ~a! Mean measured reverberation level^R(x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8
, and

~b! mean modeled reverberation level^RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8
computed over

the SW box of C8 as a function of receiver azimuthV r , along with their
respective standard deviations,sAC8

$R(x,y)% andsAC8
$RM(x,y)%.
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V. COMPARISON OF BIAZIMUTHAL SCATTERING
DISTRIBUTIONS OVER B 8 and C 8

The biazimuthal scattering distributions as well as m
sured and modeled reverberation for the two geologica
distinct B8 and C8 abyssal hills are compared in this sectio
at 200-m resolution. First, the curves of the mean reverb
tion level measured across the C8 scarp and the two B8

FIG. 22. ~a! The mean surface projection ^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)
1Cr(x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8

, and ~b! the mean two-way transmission los

^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)1TLr(x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8
, computed over the SW box of C8

as a function of receiver azimuthV r .
2067Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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scarps are plotted as a function of receiver azimuthV r in
Fig. 24. A typical standard deviation is plotted on each cu
to illustrate the spread of measured reverberation over th
scarps. Generally, the mean values of all three curves
relatively uniform across the690° receiver azimuths. Al-
though the reverberation levels measured over the C8 scarp
are occasionally 2–5 dB lower than those of the B8 scarps at
some receiver azimuths, these differences lie within
roughly 6-dB standard deviation of all curves. As a res
one may conclude that there is no significant difference
tween the mean reverberation levels measured over the8
and C8 scarps at12 CZ, and that at12 CZ reverberation mea
sured over the major scarps of these two distinct abyssal
is homogeneous across nonforward receiver azimuths.

Curves of the mean reverberation level modeled over
C8 scarp and the two B8 scarps, at 200-m resolution, a
plotted as a function of receiver azimuthV r in Fig. 25.
While the B8 lower scarp and C8 SW scrap show regula
convex behavior with peak values withinuV r u,30°, the B8
upper scarp exhibits some fluctuations withinuV r u,30°,
which often exceed 10 dB. As discussed in Ref. 3, th
fluctuations occur when the upper scarp falls into the shad
zone of the source main beam’s refractive path. A sim

FIG. 23. The mean strength of the biazimuthal scattering distribution e

mated over the SW box of C8^FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&AC8
as a function of receiver

azimuthV r along with its standard deviationsAC8
$FC (x,y)%.

FIG. 24. Comparison of the mean reverberation levels, at 200-m resolu
measured over the C8 scarp and the two B8 scarps as a function of receive
azimuthV r . Their typical standard deviations are plotted on each curve
illustrate the spread of measured reverberation.
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shadowing effect is apparently revealed in the C8 curve for
V r,260°, where a 10-dB roll-off is observed. The mo
eled reverberation curves over the B8 lower scarp and C8
show a better match, forV r.260°, since these two site
are well insonified by the source’s main beam.

The strengths of the biazimuthal scattering distributio
estimated over the C8 scarp and the two B8 scarps, are plot-
ted as a function of receiver azimuthV r in Fig. 26. Large
fluctuations for the B8 upper scarp are observed with
uV r u,30° due to shadowing. A constant line at roughly211
dB can be drawn across the entire set of receiver azim
for the C8 and B8 curves that still falls within all the error
bars of roughly 10 dB and is centrally located when t
means of all three curves are taken into account.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The bistatic scattering characteristics of two geolo
cally distinct abyssal hills located on the western flank of
Mid-Atlantic Ridge, composed ofoutside cornerand inside
corner crust and referred to as B8 and C8, respectively, are
experimentally compared. The levels of bistatic reverbe
tion, measured from scarps on the two abyssal hills in

ti-

n,

o

FIG. 25. Comparison of the mean reverberation levels, at 200-m resolu
modeled over the C8 scarp and the two B8 scarps as a function of receive
azimuthV r . Their typical standard deviations are plotted on each curve
illustrate the spread of modeled reverberation.

FIG. 26. Comparison of the mean biazimuthal scattering distribut
strengths, at 200-m resolution, estimated over the C8 scarp and the two B8
scarps as a function of receiver azimuthV r . Their typical standard devia-
tions are plotted on each curve to illustrate the spread of mean strengt
2068Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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static experiments from1
2 CZ stand-off, exhibit nearly iden

tical, constant azimuthal dependencies. The m
biazimuthal scattering distributions of scarps on the t
abyssal hills are also found to exhibit nearly identical a
constant azimuthal dependencies with mean strength equ
211 dB when estimated from supporting bathyme
sampled at200-m intervals. Higher-resolution supporting
bathymetry, only available at B8 and not at C8, sampled at
5-m intervals reveals that the projected area of the B8 scarps,
as seen by refracted rays traveling from source to bist
receiver at 1

2 CZ, is significantly undersampled with th
200-m sampled bathymetry. This undersampling leads
uniform bias of roughly26 dB in the level of modeled bi-
static reverbation from the B8 scarps and, consequentl
a uniform bias of16 dB in the strength of the mean biaz
muthal scattering distributions of the B8 scarps. The strength
of the mean biazimuthal scattering distributions of t
B8 scarps is more accurately given by the constant217 dB
68 dB when estimated from the high-resolution bathyme
sampled at 5-m intervals. A general conclusion is that the
of bathymetry that undersamples the projected area of
seafloor within the resolution footprint of the towed-arr
system can lead to significant overestimates in the streng
seafloor scattering.

It is significant that although the introduction of 5-
sampled bathymetry revealed the B8 scarps to be comprise
of a highly nonplanar network of canyons and gulli
~;200-m scale! that is not resolved in the 200-m sample
bathymetry, the azimuthal dependence of the mean scatte
distributions of the scarps remained constant when estim
with the two different bathymetric samplings and only d
fered by a constant 6-dB offset. The explanation is relate
the fact that the sonar system resolution footprint, with cr
range extent of roughly 1 km at1

2 CZ, typically averages ove
many canyons and gullies and that the mean biazimu
scattering distribution averages over a large number of fo
prints on a given scarp. Delicate, coherent directional diff
ences in scattering due to small-scale structures, such as
yons and gullies, then average out while the overall expec
2069 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov 2000
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level is still sensitive to the mean projected area within
given resolution footprint since, even on average, this i
first-order quantity directly proportional to the total flux re
ceived from the patch.

We expect the same argument to apply to scatter
from the C8 scarp, and so hypothesize that the mean bia
muthal scattering distribution will still have consta
strength, but will be reduced by a fixed positive offset if t
200-m sampled bathymetry at C8 underestimates the pro
jected area of seafloor sites within the system resolution fo
print. Our expectation is that the 200-m sampled bathyme
does indeed underestimate these projected areas.

We then conclude that long-range reverberation fr
prominent geological features of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, a
likely other midocean ridges, can be adequately modeled
having Lambertian scattering characteristics. We hypo
esize that the albedo ofp/101.7, measured for the two majo
scarps on the B8 abyssal hill with a more than adequa
bathymetric sampling density, provides a reasonable estim
of the albedo of all abyssal hills comprised ofoutside corner
crust and may also provide a good estimate of the albed
abyssal hills comprised ofinside cornercrust. We take the
albedo ofp/101.1, measured for an abyssal hill comprised
inside cornercrust from potentially undersampled bathym
etry, as an upper bound on albedos of abyssal hills compr
of inside cornercrust.

APPENDIX

This Appendix provides the equations used for model
reverberation and estimating the mean biazimuthal scatte
distribution strength. Derivations of these equations
given in Sec. 2C of Ref. 3. The resolution footprint, at1

2 CZ
of 33-km range, occupies an annular sector with dimensi
of roughly 50 by 1000 m that are large compared to the m
acoustic wavelength of 6.7 m. The total received field fro
the sonar footprint can therefore be treated as stochastic
diffuse. The expected intensity radiated from the resolut
patch can be charted to the center of that patch by perfo
ing the convolution
n
odern
^I ~x,y!ur i ,r r !&' E E
Af ~x,yur i ,r r !

f ~u i ,f i ;u r ,f r !wli l r cosu i cosu r dX dY, ~A1!

whereu andf denote the elevation and azimuth angles with respect to the seafloor’s surface at~X,Y!, and the subscriptsi and
r indicates the incident and scattered angles, respectively. The functionf is known as the bidirectional scattering distributio
function ~BSDF! of the surface, which is similar to the concept of bidirectional reflectance distribution function in the m
radiometry.3,15 Note that the traditional scattering strength in underwater acoustics corresponds toS5 f cosui ,cosur . Whenf
is an angle-independent constant, it is related to the surface albedoa by f 5a/p, and becomes equivalent to the coefficientm
commonly used in the seafloor scattering-strength estimation. The other factors in Eq.~A1! include the transmission powerw,
and the transmission factorsl i and l r . This result can be expressed in decibels as

R̂ I&~x,yuri ,rr!'W110 logS E E
Af ~x,yur i ,r r !

10@F~u i ,f i ;ur ,fr !2TLi2TLr1Ci1Cr #/10dX dYD, ~A2!
2069Chia et al.: Bistatic scattering from abyssal hills
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 Redis
with the following set of notations:R^I & : Reverberation leve
in dB re 1 mPa, F: Biazimuthal scattering distribution’s
strength in dBre 1 mPa@1 m,F510 logf, W: Source level
in dB re 1 mPa@1 m,W510 logw, TLi : Transmission loss
from source to scattering patch in dBre 1 m, TLi

510 logli , TLr : Transmission loss from the scattering pat
to the receiver in dBre 1 m, TLr510 loglr ,Ci : Surface
projection in the direction of incident refracted wave in d
Ci510 log (cosui), Cr : Surface projection in the direction o
scattered refracted wave in dB,Cr510 log (cosur), Af : So-
nar resolution footprint area in square meters.

Modeled reverberation is from elemental seaflo
patches withF50 that scatter equally in all directions s
that

RM~x,yur i ,r r !

5W110 logS E E
Af ~x,yur i ,r r !

10@2TLi2TLr1Ci1Cr #/10dX dYD .

~A3!

This leads to a simple linear equation for the mean stren
of the scattering distribution over the resolution footprint

F̄~x,yur i ,r r !5R^I &~x,yur i r r !2RM~x,yur i ,r r !, ~A4!

where the dependence on the incident and scattered ang
integrated over the resolution footprint. Finally, the ma
mum likelihood estimate forF̄ is given by

FC ~x,yur i ,r r !5R~x,yur i ,r r !2RM~x,yur i ,r r !, ~A5!

which is the difference between reverberation measured
MAE data and modeled withF50.
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